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but
Jail is
no problem
to me
gypsy told
me that in
fifty years
time I would
have a fort-
ress of my

own and all our goals achieved...
a strong Germany in a united
 Europe, a supra-national police
force, agitators shot down in
the streets, anti-semitism
triumphant in Russia, the world
united against anarchy, the
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TOWN-PLANNING IS A IIAPQI IN THE HANDS OF ‘PHI BPICTA LI IHO COULD
IMAGINE RIOTING IN A BALLYHIIN-TYPE E'I'A'l‘I° TIT II IILL TEX OP
SOMETHING ELSE, TO TURN OUR PRISGIS INTO OUR PLLYOROUNDS TH]
BOURGIOISIE THINK THY CAN SOLVE OUR PIRENILL RIVOLT BY THE
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I stood for the capitalist
revolution which was bound
up with the suppression of
Irish Catholicism.....they
asked me to come to Great
Britain to ensure that the
bourgeoisie would secure
their national and social
revolution.... So I should
by 1973 be a Marxist hero,
maker of the bourgeois
revolution that was inevit-
able and pre-destined to
lead to socialism... Why do
the Marxists Join in the
Papist chorus of Down with
King _Billy? I must ask my
admirer, military expert
TFred Engels.....
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BLACKNFLAG: Organ of the Anarchist Black Cross and gommunications to:
Black Flag Group. AN AIIARCHIST HILLETIH DEVOTED LACK ll'L-AG, vEs , ;  TO*THE TS
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"There is a tinge
of the anarchist
in everyone".....
EVENING STANDARD,

May'l7th
show your tinge..
HEAD THE ANARCHIST

I I PI

Read *“'
YBLACK &,REDIOU11£KW{

Organ of the Anarch-
ist Syndicalist
Alliance. Available,
at all left bookshops
(if not, ask them why)c

This paper is produced By voI-
untary labour and published by
the Black Flag Group for the
Anarchist Black Cross. It is
issued in continuation of a
tradition of anarchist publish-
ing in this country dating back
over a century. ,Its seizure by
a police officer except against
an authorised warrant or other
receipt constitutes an act of
theft.

.Cheques and P03 should be“made
payable to ANAHCHIST BLACK C3052;
(Giro account 51 172 0009, GB

2.

HORKING—CLflSS REVOLUTION .

I. NZ EL
83a ‘flaverstock Hill,

y CHARGE or ADDRBS ..

Eating out once a month? The,
Chalk Farm & Belsize Dinner is to
be started early in June.< The
name will commemorate a tradition
of anarchist publishing and activ-
ity.in Chalk Farm and Belsize Road
and in fact we will be holding the
iinners in that part of London.

subscription is £1 per dinner
and this includes good food and
wine. Nosh will be preceded by
gab, and any profits will go to
the Black X or any cause of the
moment. '"We contemplate holding
the dinners once a week (probably
Saturday at l0 p.m) and hope all
sympathisers in or visiting the
London area will be able to make
it at least once a month.

Details will be sent (when
ready) to anyone who writes in,
and also be available in next
month's issue.

The Centro Iberico, which
is no longer holding its meetings
in Holborn, will also resume in
the same premises, for which we
are now negotiating.

onorcho- uiz wswans P-I5)
l. Which king sought the help Of an-
archists to help regain his throne?

In which country, until quite late
last century, could one put a halter

O, Europe) or to 3I“gg§_ J round chefs wife's neck and take her 
s to the cattle—market, a sale being

e3ub3¢r1pg1qn for 12 igguggg £1.50 reckoned a divorce (though not a re-
.marr1age)? '

BLACKlFLAG'costs twice as much as most
of its neighbours, and is worth a lot
more, but we see*no reason to keep it
down to 5p and then appeal frantically
for funds to cover the loss. We have
huge postages (as our income has to p
.cover the postage for Anarchist Black
Cross as well‘ as "Black Flag). p We do
not get paid for a lot of the copies
‘we send out on subscription as;we are
reluctbnt to cut off sending: whenthe
recipient is probably responding to
our appeals to help prisoners and has
no more cash over. v
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The perpetual crisis of the day is the"
dispossession of the working class. Their
place was at the bottom of the ladder in the  
days of rising capitalism, but the need for
their productive ability gave them power to
pull themselves up. Now, the ruling classefl ]
in all countries are finding that "labour" ,
is an over-priced commodity, and too much ,
"people" is a disaster.  i,

The rulers of the world want their I
menial tasks done, and they want sufficient
serfs to show that they have power. There
is a surplus of jobs for pretty secretaries
and for doorkeepers, house servants are at
a premium and there are always shortages
for low-paid hospital workers or municipal
employees. But unemployment - treated as 1)
if it were a natural disaster like an earth-
quake - rears up in what were once the ess-
ential jobs of capitalism: the skilled work-@

as -illhi**d-ii-1' -1:"_-|II|-I |

ers are pushed out from making.ships and 5
cars and hewing coal and told they must movei
out of their districts, or out of their old ‘S
lands, and get jobs as postmen or waiters :»1

1at nothing like the pay. * :

J It is not a passing crisis or a
natural phenomenon., It is the new devel- ?
opment of capitalism. Just as in the
clearances of the peasants (the Highland
crofters, for instance) whole communities
and ways of life are uprooted. ‘They must
adapt or go under. Or they can fight
back.

Years of reformist policies under
capitalism has made the working-class
reluctant to fight back, and even when a
ruling—c1ass (such as in Spain) under-
takes genocide against them, they have
learned to live with it as their numbers
dwindle.  

What passes for defensive organis-
ations of the working class, expressed
as unions or political movements, is di-
vided between the policy of gaining some
igprovements in the conditions of those
w o remain in a position of industrial
power, and those who — sometimes thinking

3. How would you connect London's
swank Savoy Hotel with the social
revolution (historically)?

H. when Sultan Abdul Hamid II (Abdul
the Damned) heard of the Socialist
International, he ordered his police
agents to send a fake delegation.What
was his reaction to their report?

5. Everyone knows Karl Marx is bur-
ied in Highga e Cemetery. But where
would you fins the graves of
three famous libertarians (all fore- ,

this represents a libertarian position N
rather than another defensive one — work
for the unemployed in claimants‘ unions,
or for the rights of the growing number,
at the bottom, or the homeless. All
these activities are part of a struggle
for survival, but it is a mistake to
suppose they contain the means for chang-
ing society or the direction in which
the State is taking us.

Hysteria over strikes is not because~
of the economic dislocation they can
cause (for what could be greater than
redundancies to cause such dislocation?)

_ 4' l-.-
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The press has had reams to
say on the punching of Prof.
Eysenck at L.S .E. by a few
dozen members of a splinter-
Maoist grouping. When one
thinks of the way in which
workers have been knocked
about by the police in P
recent years - one need not
even go over the Irish Chan-
nel - a remarkable show of
indignation. But he was a
professor speaking (liter-
ally) ex cathedra.

In the press version the
punches became a "beating up"
which is not quite the same
thing. It is a pity a
professor cannot speak at a
university without such
an attack even though his
views are reactionary - and
that he is a liberal of
sorts is urged in his fav-
our (though it was the quiet
liberal professors who made
the bullets for all reaction-
ary movements to fire) .

Eut the defenders of Prof.
Eysenck ("he is not really
a racialist") are as hyster-
ical as his attackers. In
"Freedom" it is even suggest-
ed Prof. Eysenck was hit
because the students "did
not like the shape of
his nose" — in itself an
insulting piece of anti-
semitism since most Jewish
noses are indistinguishable
from any other — compounded
by an inverted anti-
semitism that because he is
a Jewish refugee he should
(for that reason) not be
attacked.
The article concludes with
a hysterical attack on
"the Commies" who engineer-
ed it all t0'avenge an in-
sult on their faith. But
the CP of England (M.L.)
is so anti-CPGB (Moscow
variety) they would not
flinch at war (let alone
insult) on Russia. A sad

named William), also in London? but because even unsuccessful strikes are   Piece °f Rf-=9-d9mi¢ PaI‘a1'l°1a'-
I.
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manifestations - in abolition. -in, soy-
ernment or in policy.s I hate the buy-

isometimes if a man's finger is
‘crushed in an accident he is months off

I‘ ork v "condemned " H.101-11'1'l$ DP CQMGPQH
I h-ate capital-‘ism in my or "it" gtoenforced inaotivity at home". ,

What is the result? "Psychological
in of rivile e of wealth and the upsets” which could be avoided if only5 -p b g .%
manipulation of man through the owner-
ship of oapieal. ‘What kind of an r
idiot would stand up at a Young]Liber-
al conference and say that? - It 8 00$
as if his audience were really inter-
ested in helping to change_society. "

w Perhaps the same berkiwho could
follow up with: "Profits are rather a
different matterm as long a8 EBB? are
not obtained by exploitation-

i~ It must be Cyril Smith, Liberal
,MP for Rochdale, the owner of~alnice=
little business himself. while H18
leader Jeremy Thorpe keeps body and
soul together on what he can soles,
from starving South African workers.

 Cyril, who can at least claim to
be well fed, said his ownexperience
of "poverty and deprivation qualified
him to understand the real problems
of Britain today". But not the facts
of economic life as it is lived.
Profit, he should know, is the amount
stolen from a worker by his emP1°Y°P-
It is the difference between what the
boss pays his worker and what he
sells the product for." He can only
get away with this by the ownershiP

(of capital".
MAUDLING PRIZE FOR IDIOT W THE. MONTH
to Mr Smith:- A message of victory to
the voters from Mr Gladstone.

Harry Harmer.)

surgeons would avoid merely "cosmetic
surgery" - that is to say, putting the
finger right -J and amputate at once
"allowlng'him to return to work within
three weeks of the accident" instead p
of months ahead, with strain at home.
"An early return to work was essential
for the worker s moral welfare, said
iDr-Cameron, echoing the social philo-
sophy of the late Miss Pflkington. But
(where she Justified capitalist exploit
ation and ruthlessness in the name of
Christ, he justifies it in the name
of Freud. We make progress all the
time '

ccording to Leslie Thomas,
President of the Inland Rev-
enue Staff Association,
"Militancy and industrial
action could lead to anarchy
if it replaced well-estab- n
lished systems of negotiation.

y This is what we have been
"saying all along. These
"well-established systems"
lead to autocracy. It is
time that militancy and in-
dustrial action were used,
to introduce free forms of
association (anarchy).

But perhaps Mr Thomas thinks
that this would be disastrous.
 i-" a‘Q.

Tl-_IE PALADIN onouv needs:
I Pilot (Commercial License)

I -Sea Craft Captain
I Navigator

4 Divers
. I I H ‘I

One Of the la.I"g€St COUCGPHB " :::::|:||-Lg:
in the capitalist World, , Glass 3 Photographers

Works of St Helens, is noted for its
attention" to the workers. The late Miss  
Pilkin ton used to stroll around the local

6 ex Mariners
1 Camouflage Experts

2 Chinese language Specialists
2 Vietnamese language SpecialistsS . ;

parks to find if anyone was "misbehaving",  
and so concerned was she for their moral
welfare that anyone whom she found doing
so was sacked immediately.

Dr J. D. Cameron is now the Chief
Medical officer of Health at thelworks. He
is worried about the medica1"welfare of
the workers. Speaking to the Royal Soc-

l_ Psychologist (minimum age 35 ycors)
For the nboie named positions we oficr an exoccdinfilf 111811 1fl¢flm¢-
A lecutity,o! Us. s3.50lJ.- 15 ==¢<1¢~'-l- A
‘I11: Paladin Group is 1|. highly organized orgaalzatlon working

_ on 111 m:c::ns:ton.=.1 scale including behind the so-called Iron
and Banzbco CurtainsK. -

Thflgp qam-.;51¢d in 5 position involving world wide travel, and
not g1;-am of thg possible danger: Involved, should reply no later
than Jul‘ 1 19115 . -
Complete secrecy concerning its members B luarantecd bi @119
Paladin Group.
4!! replies are to bcoent to:

- Mai; °_flf1{,' Personal only:
The Paladin Group The Pl-liflill 6""?

f1e_t_y.0f Health COl'l_g1"68S, DI‘ CQIIIQPOII 8810. m 1;=;ho1;;:}s:;__S;I;w=r* '/°_,§{-,'i;:{_;;',§‘§":"‘
that ‘"employees injured at -work should be gmzfrfilzg M~=r==;¢;;,;\"==='-
encouraged to return to their Jobs as
quickly as possible - even if it me s
chopping the finger off." . 4

 (@....I would like to figure out A
a few problems concerning the applicat-
ion of Anarchism in today's highly in-
dustrialised society.) It appears that
Anarchy can work extremely well in'small 
tightly-knit rural communities such as
the Ukraine in 1918, or Spain to a
lesser degree in the 30s, and could very
well be achieved today in a country such
as Ireland. L y  

But if a country such as ours was
to achieve a degree of anarchy, what,
would be our relations with the A,  
surrounding communist and capitalistli
regimes? How would we trade with iv"
them? We must as we cannot roduce all. p p
our needs. with city populations. I
exceeding five million, it might be)
just possible for the people to elect a
committee to act on their behalf, but
they would be such a size that no '
foreign trade department  would be
able to deal with them!  

J. A,
Albany Prison,

(How one country would trade with an-
other is not, in our view, crucial t0 
anarchism as such. There could be an
anarchist society in a prosperous
country or an unprosperous one so far
as having all one needed was concerned
in material possessions.: There was 1:
quite a different problem in Russia?  
("socialism in one country"?) as, ' "I
authoritarian“ it socialism could not
flourish in one country unless it;~“ 1
could snob a material improvement: over
capitalisp (since no one would volunt-
arily choose dlctatorship);}whereas",o
libertarian socialism can be disting-
uished in many other ways than mere‘ '
material improvement and people will,‘
give up a lot for freedom and inder -
pendence. in ‘ ifl,~~@
(For a libertarian area to tradejwith
a non-libertarian one would obviously,
require a compromise, the extentWoff,j1 -|

which depending on the de,ree=to whichy R M _ .W
the authoritarian country neededYthej*,-
produce of the libertarian areas. I
Spain, the areas under workers‘, 7.‘“‘
control did trade with those which "T
were not, by means of interlocking
committees, but it meant they had to p
retain the wage system, as a comprom-‘
ise, though they did have a "unitary v
wage". In parts which were self- .
sufficient, the rn.onc*.* systern was
lifted.) 5
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Dear Black Flag,  _
.1 The piece on the Angry Brigade

in "Solidarity" did not condemn "the
gxilty”. The cements on -the "politics-
of the AB were based on its commun-,y
iques and the arguments or its apol-
ogists and not on any=otatcmenta of  
the defendants. = we were not "afraid
of being accused of lack of solidar-
ity". In fact we stated at the ",
beginning of the”articleJthat”wé were
aware that thia accusation would be
made. Had'we been afraid of suck
charges we would havegoommented with
opportunist phraac-mongering:like IS
or IMG.   " if I

 You also accuse Solidarity_of;";
supporting notionaliat*movementsy,:¢j
we are aurvriooctot-=hsfie#suilt~b1£~u ~
association techniques¥when""Black'}‘
Flag" supports the German "RAF1 who),
support the Araboguerillas,*~”f§;_,~'

-Yours sincerelyQ“v“  
 P = A» IR; Sandell _.

(For London Solidarity); *2_m‘*“) g
I

ii, .1 I '
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EDS: ....fwho support Madywholiyyj.
underwritesfithe Franco regime..c. in
But had friend Sandell read "Black
Flag" more carefully he would seep,
precisely our criticism of the:  ww;. :

iyilh tMarxist set withinT"RAP" was¥that?hW*- | ---.*‘1;~.-"-1:by using Marxist phraseology,iitfi,¥i‘
fell into the trap”(like "Solid-
arity") of supporting Nationalist~~.i
movements. But all German rebels 'i
and political prisoners are lab?‘ A -
elled "RAF" by the police whether‘I'
Marxist-Nationalists or nbtw ~ p

‘He are afraid he misunderstood ,:,
another reference... at least we *
are not afraid..,. if wefwere@.},
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r' T‘ *f“ 1 read the Iauést‘s1a¢kv
.-'Flag~and thoroughly enjoyed

""good"to'get a feeling of revs, _
"w-olutionary zeal afteréso much 

*”New_Left”,whitcwash.has. *¢
‘almost "made sick of _the_

,_ term! }j,“.,, ,_ "' W1 .
_.,' ,),="Flbo§g§fleaP‘wdB5flhe jigf
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y 0. C. Graves
(INN Chicago)
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Editorial
seen as a bid for economic power
every industry in the country there is
now a bid for workers‘ control, for the
taking over of the factories and
the mines and the schools and the print-
shops by those who work in them.n As
capitalism finds industries "redundant"
so it is more apparent that they could
be taken over by those who run them.

This attitude is incorrectly
expressed in the.slavish reformist
slogan “The right to work“, but it is
nevertheless an inherent right that
has been taken from us to run our own
destiny, and to live and work as we
choose — not, as the slogan suggests,
for a wage, but for ourselves.

why, after all these years of rev-
olutionary theory and aspiration, is it
still neddful to say all this again and
a ain° Solel because the tiger ofE ~  Y e c
exploitation has been shot at and wound-
ed many times, but has thereby emerged
more dangerous than ever.- Today we
need to lie low and stalk it. In every
place of work we need to identify those
who are for revolutionary action.

Instead of division by political
ideas, we need to know a handful of
fellow workers in the same trade or
industry who are for workers control, and
who will plug this line through good
times and bad. sThis permeation for
workers’ control is a “conspiracy” which
cannot be suppressed, for no government
can suppress the meeting of five in a

The Watergate Scandal bears e
message for democracy which is greater
than its overtones of corruption. All
politicians are corrupt, and on the
whole it is safer if they get corrupt
on money rather than on power, iHad
Iiitler plundered the party funds or
Lenin sold out for the chance of a
business opening gith Parvus, we
would all have been better off.

In totalitarian countries there
is usually only one party. That
party, being supreme, can dispose of
State funds, imprison and kill its
opponents, harass those with whom it
disagrees or who disagree with it.

In a country with an old trac-
ition of democracy like France, there
are various parties.. But as there is
a chance that one party (today, the
Communists) might upset the apple-
cart as regards military alliances
though it has long since sold out on
the subjett of revolution, it is in-
built into the system that the ruling
party may take some advantage of the
State machinery, and utilise the
repressive and propaganda media for
its own partisan ends, without caus-
ing too great a scandal.

In Britain, the two parties
which can take power are evenly bal-
anced and the rules between them are
meticulously observed. For one to

Int there is no need to be hypo-
critical when it is found thetPPresident
Nixon's close aides have broken the law
by what they have done to their politic-
al opponents, since they could have done
it all, breaking the law too, against
 their extrafiparliamentary opponents with
not the least demur. 1Had they been '
found out they.could have boasted, as
Hahershon did here, that they had no
time for legal niceties,

In Britain - and let alone Northern
Ireland though it is an integral part of
Great Britain (or if not, we have no
business there at all) - there is the
same, and worse than in Watergate, har-
assing of political opponents. It is not
only the bugging of phones and opening.
of mail, planting of false documents, &c
but of an unceasing attempt to incrimin-
ate, imprison and detain. False evidence
is planted, tenants are reported to their
landlords, employers are warned, files of
political opponents of the Government are
kept so that raids can be made to prevent
opposition by force of "example".» But
this is not done by the Conservatives  
against the Labour Party, or the Labour
Party against the Cons... it is done by
the Two-Party.System against those who
fall outside it.

Heath's prisons
We referred in a previous issue to

the sentences of fourteen years passed
on class war fighters Malcolm Simpkins
and Michael King. Their appeal against
sentence was successful and Malcolm is,

trade- y We reiterate our policy of k h O her or O harass its ~ v v S
FORMING FIVES in every place of work, to gfiggortega fiould betlike fixing —a above! sgigigg ltI:h'p3€fiar?I:.§-12 gihchggrlmieven.
pioneer the ideazform workers councils» cricket mahch_ The hhhicaheha of y  '
of all who w°rk' ~ S thifl °b$°rV3"°9 15 1°53 m3Pk€d in Commenting on our reference that

Neither revolutionary parties, nor the USA since the two main parties their paligiaa var-1ad’ba1-mean, Marxism
libertarian organisations can be any" are really coalitions of parties, and Libertarianism, Malcolm tallaaa
substitute for "fives" at the place of and within -either party there might this 1a "enough accur-a_1;a" Since having
work. Such elite bodies can never be be an element which, for one reason read up any Marxism and that ‘classic
revolutionary, because they must either are another," might embarrass the works oh Anarchism he feels "Mar.x1S,m
be sterile, with an academic 'revolution- smooth running of capitalism. The has the advantage of a aa1’an1;1f-1a
ary programme, or reformist '— otherwise obvious example is the KKK which _ hasis while Anarchism has more hatuhal
their organisation will be suppressed exists in the same Democratic L appeal and is rather. mare moral, than
by the State. Party which also included Stalinist I Marxism..;while the Anarchists feel

The only possible alternative is. fB110W-€rflVo118P8- Thufi tho m&¢hiD- that while there exists any form of
that they are clandestine. But if they' ‘OP? °f P9PP9BBi°fl may b9 "Bod State then there necessarily exists
are going to be clandestine, the formv- against political opponents provided. with it oppression, and therefore i
ation of small groupings is essentiad: ythe actual law is not broken. the overthrow of the State is the
anyway, and it is clearly easier that immodifliievo-1m--the Marxists 0181)"!
they be based on industrial affinity. that a 'people's state‘ is a very

necessary first step in achieving a
the revolutiénar stru le Usuaily not rzggizgd aere i us an Society“ iunfortqnatelyi the eximples
such movements eiist mgieli to disclaim usual we e burigdy'.d as we have of th1s~ pe°p1e~s state
and dewrecate an form of y I letters~ arbut kee wgiiin Show it to be Q very oppressive B
individual fi htin back which will  and es ééi 11 r p bl’ -g state indeed’ and t“°’°f°'° "°”11Y1 " . . ,5 tg c 1 .. . . P a y or pu .10 wrong. So, es you say, our politicsa ways 8.I'lS-€'_ spon aneous y -as _repression at ion (welcome more con- vary betvehh Marxism, and L1herha,,1hh_
clamps gown. The old saying is Stlll tributors especially those 1sm_" vBut~he asks for further book,
true, '.he emancipation of the workers vwno can keep down to the on»Anarch1Bmj" ‘   _
must be the work of the workers themselves. " @ available space...)
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Militant of the Dutch "Red
Youth" Lucien van Hoessel
has been sentenced to three
Y§&P$f jail. Because of
his militancy he was raid-
ed, and a revolver was
found in his room — a
charge which seldom carries
more than a fine. with
the exception of soldiers
charged under court-martial
for free speech in the
*barrack room, he is the
first political prisoner in
the Netherlands for some
years.

Red Youth is a libertarian
split from the Marxist-Len-
ist movement (with some nat
ional liberation hangovers)

Postcards, unpolitical

a-,

papers &c can be sent to:
Lucien van Hoessel,
Huis van Bewaring,_
Cel 110, Den Bosch,
Holland. ”
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So high a proportion of hoax
bomb calls are being made that many
newspapers will now not report them
lest it encourages more people to
disrupt production. In some parts
of the City there is hysteria at the

of a bomb oin off ever

continues to demand the law
of revenge, while P911819" and
the law, the barracks and the
court of justice, the jail
and the industrial penitent-

* iaries, the press and they
schools continue to teach ac
supreme contempt for the life
of the individual, don't ask
those who rebel against this
society to respect it! This
'would be demanding of them at

I degree of restraint greater
,' than that for the whole soc-

iety." _
Peter Kropotkin (in a
talk in Paris, 1896).

thought 8 8 9 . ,
since the explosion at the Old Bailey Not even the most notorious byrente
when the po lice treated it as a ave dared to present their outrages or
hoax bomb scare, and it went off with crimes for what they were: the result
disastrous effect.

In some office blocks,factories
and printshops, especially with
controversial production or assoc-
iation, the hysteria mounts, and to
those who would tem er the h steria

of ambition or the decision to take pow-
er and keep it. All the tyrannies, all
the atrocities, all the exterminations
if history are "justified" in the name
f principles (law, religion, morals);

of abstractions (humanity, society,P - Y . '
the cry is, "They said it was a hoax ts ¢0untPy)- They are neYeP defended
bomb at the Old Bailey",i To this~
there is, of course, no answer; but
since there is no form of security
 either (for rushing out whenever"
some nutter phones does not prevent

in their real manner: a thirst for dom-
ination, the defence of vested interests
and power. Or at least, such a defence
is seldom made openly.

another nutter putting a bomb in and The Nazis surrounded their genocide
not phoning) hysteria does not help
either.

What should reasonably be done
is for all to ask themselves H-IY it
is they feel their building
should be singled out, and rectify
the cause. Even the most react-
ionary Irish Nationalist does not
choose a target without cause. And
revolutionaries would not be
fighting against workers but
against the property of capitalism:
and would avoid workers‘ blood
being shed.

f

What is happening to the many
nuclear bombs is no longer news. If
one is expltoded as a test, only a
few "professional demonstrators"
worry; the public care‘ not a damn.
The very fabric of the earth is
threatened by the A-bomb product-
ion, but we can go to our work happ-
ily while it goes on - the danger of
the H-bomb is not worth an hour‘:
pay to demnatrate - but a phone
call.from 8 Pimply youth that half
a pound of gelignite is under the
lmain stairs will clear the building
in a jiffy. p

of the Jews with myths of racial superior-
ity; in later massacres, the persecution
of political groups has been justified by
the excuse of law and order, and peoples
and nations have been exterminated in the
name of ideals such as democracy or
communism... Korea, Hungary, Vietnam....
to mention only a few spectacular cases,
since the list of violence and state out-
rages is endless. For, to go on with
Kropotkinfs speech, "the whole of our
present way of life destroys the respect
for human life:

"The judge who orders the
killing and his lieutenant,
the executioner who applies
the garrote in the full sun
of Madrid, or who guillotines
in the early morning mists of
Paris.. the general who
massacres and the newspaper
correspondent who covers it
in; glory; the boss who
poisons his workers because
eflhe use of less harmful
materials would cost him
more money,.. all in present
society points to a contempt
for human life,of that flesh
which costs so little on the

B .

market. "And those who
execute, those who deal inj

"N9, citizens, while society  devalued humanimerchandise,
those who make a religion of
the principle that we must c  
garrote, shoot and kill,
are the very ones who deplore“
the lack of respect for human  
life!" '

Not only do those who use the",
garrotte and shoot down the people",
deplore and condemn the violence of
those who do not wish to be murderedi
with impunity; even among those who
are their exploited victims there are
those who condemn indiscriminately
"all forms of violence" and lump to-
gether the resistance of those who, 
would be shot down with that of those 
who would shoot them down — or whoi
will, indeed, regard this resistance_
as evil and the repression as "legal";

The social reality of injustice,

revolutionary violence - whether one

when we think of the men of action
in the Spanish Resistance, one can only
judge their deeds "for" or "against"
according to whether one is for the
dictatorship of Franco or against it.
One might discuss the effectiveness of
this'or that particular action, but
never could one compare the "terrorism"
of one of these groups with that of the
police corps or the Army. The revolut-
ionary action of "el Quico" (Sabate) and
.others must be malued for demonstrating

-I

a coherent and effective line for the
defeat of General Franco's regime, and
for serving as an example to those who
have continued the fight H\against
other dictatorial regimes. His actions
can now be judged in the light of the
unparalleled successes of the ETA act-
ion groups._ Leaving aside the national
question raised by TA, here we see a
revival of the revolutionary struggle
carried out over many years by Francisco
Sabate and other anarchist revolutionary
activists, neglected by the world, but

_ _ which has been more than a precursor —
violence and power generates a certain 11; has been an example and a Stimulus
f0Pm Of Violence against itself'—- for international revolt

wants it OP not. It can only be when QCTAVIO KLBEROLA
social reality ceases to maintain

condemn violence indiscriminatel
violence that one wiil be able to Liege (Belgium).

., .7 I iThere are two forms of violence in 1
present-day society: that which is for
it and that which is against it. The
established order has an inbuilt fonm
of violence to perpetuate exploitation
and oppression. In such a society
delinquency, no less than rebellion,
is bound to be violent. In a society
in which social reality no longer
maintains violence, when injustices
and oppression are relegated to the ,_
past, the only cause of delinquency
would be pathological. I  "

Equally, any rebellion is bound
to incur violence in its actions, for
there is no intermediary position in
the struggle for human dignity and
freedom. The only time one can
denounce liberating violence is when s
it hes become counter-revolutionary;  
that is to say, when it is used to ,
impose oppression and injustice and
not to overthrow it. to i

whether they recognise it or not,
thoe who decry the excesses of violenc
by which they imply usually the means
used by those opposed to oppression,,

G

""""Il-I"-

The Presbyterian Church in
Ireland is manfully facing up_
to the problems of Ulster, and
in its annual report points
out how worrying it is that
the "overworked police" have
no time left to deal with
illicit drinking clubs. "If
obedience to law is liberty,
then according to the reports
from prebyteries and kirk
sessions there is little lib-
erty left in Ulster," it
states. But if obedience to
law is liberty, Presbyterians
may look to Russia as they
freeest country in the world
and pay respects to the late
(teetotal) Adolf Hitler, whoor who lump it together with the vio-

lence of the oppressors, are doing l lggggg gggggtegngo itbgztybin
nothing more than strengthening the  - o?“  1', 7 e
real basis of violence which must come reckoned on such a qefinitiqnas one of the world s greatestfrom imposed positions or privilege: libertarians
the VlOl8flC€ proper to the establish-
ed order and those who benefit from it



The three Della Savia brothers 'll
l

Juli Iillan Hernandez, A iltyhes. r , :- A ‘- * c l o A S 5“  "§}e,1n"“1Ved 1"»5°me""3¥ in the Milan  ofjworklng for the rebuilding of the
gecelg ee "1tfle$8e8- (In this case the CIT inside Spain and charged on an

Pe ary Of the Black QPOBB in Milan,, explosives count (but not brought to
Giuseppe Rinelli, has been killed by the
P0 lice and Valpreda has been held for
years, until released conditionall re-, _ _( Ycentiy, &W&lting.UTl&l'- though the
fascist culprits have been found).

Ten witnesses have died in myster-
ious circumstances, among them Mario
della Savia who is said to have "killed
himself". Angelo della Savia, alleged
to have been involved in the Milan bomb,
fled to Switzerland. The Italian auth-
orities demanded his extradition, and
obtained it. Ivo went to Belgium, 
the Government was less amenable to
pressure. He was sentenced instead t
three months jail for "illegal entry"
and after release went to Germany.

On qanuary 13, Angelo — fleeing 
deportation - tried to enter Germany
too and was arrested on an Interpol w
rant.) (The lie that Interpol does no
mix in political matters notwithstand

here
0 .

I
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.tr1 1 until*world opinion forced it)
has n had his sentenced confirmed.
It is 13 years (not 10, as we stated
in our last issue-due to a typing
9PP°P):vP1u8.7,000oDesetas fine.

c As he was arrested on 17th Oct-
ober 1967, it was fiye years, five
Months and 27 days to final confirm-
ation. n But with -the various pardons
given during that period, he can
benefit by those of April l 64,
July 22 65 and September 23 71, i.e.
alto l of 5 years 9 months. This
would make him a free man on Oct lO
l97B"but with benefit of work in agreement with this repr
the_prison of Hhdrid for two years, Christian should mean to be on the side of

Spain cont. from previous page

 Five RC priests were beaten up by the
Right Wing Catholic guerrillas of Christ the
King - brandishing iron bars and clubs -
following a May Day Mass. The priests were
some of the young Catholic progressives now
concerned about the lack of freedom in Spain p
though the Church itself has always played
with two packs of cards in this matter.

One of the groups "Equips de Reflexio
Cristiana" in Barcelona published a leaflet
(in Spanish and Catalan) in our possession.
They denounce the court—martials in
Barcelona (two) and El Ferrol, Saragossa
and Pamplona. "As Christians we share the
suffering of these men before the courts-
martial. The elementary rights of man...
are still forbidden in this country. The
present regime is totalitarian...we _
demand of the heads of the Church that they
break their silence which seems to signify

ession... to be a

this means six months off, and under the oppressed."
the law of l88) he should be free in
s1xTmonths and three days time.

Since the prosecutor at first
~de ded the death penalty, then 45,
then 25 years, this is a victory.

ing)- On the 19th of the same month, The 18 3 law was applied byTFranco
Ivo.was also arrested in Wiesbaden.
Requests for provisional liberty were
turned down, and extradition orders
made against the two brothers.

The truth is that they know enough
to-prove that the 1969 explosions were.
caused by the neo—fascists, and they
are in danger of their lives if they
are returned to Italy.

Some German comrades have set u

for 25 years but now (illegally) not
applied to the political prisoners.
(Miguel Garcia has written on this
in his pamphlet on Spanish Politic-
al Prisoners) .

TNOw'Hi1lan has been transferred
to a central prison. Because of his.
international reputation, we do not
know"which one it will be.  But we
will continue the struggle for him.

I |  P  
e defence ¢°mm1t§@e= §8u&1_help, please, ‘What we must insist now is Just
to Chantal Bertin, bei Freitag, that the law of 1883 be applied in
FRANKFURT am MAIN, Schubertstr. 27. .

Posters all round Perth (Western
A i d 1 here roclaim that

 “The po lice are indignant that I
fellow-perjurer should be singled out
for harassment: Kucera has been the
target for phone calls, hoax deliver-
ies and callers with life insurance,
cleaning services, pest control and
funeral arrangements. The po lice
are, of course, not so indignant that
the Anarchist Federation, and sym-  

his case
Particular thanks to Kathy and

Alan Gregory and their friends for

are  (,1-
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For less than this, many libertarians
now in prison

"The trick of staging "spontan-
eous" demonstrations was used by the
TFranco regime during the Burgos
trials, when the armed right wing -
was allowed to stage "protest" meet-
ings in the capitals of every pro-
vince (culminating in a grand rally
in the Plaza de Oriente in Madrid).
Shouting to the caudillo, "We’are -
with you!" they demanded the most
savage reprisals against the Basque 
nation .

The charade was repeated on the
death of a policeman during the May
l demonstrations. This secret po-_
liceman went through Atocha pointing
out to the uniformed police the sus-

IIII
tn sers ulian s n oer

ustral a) any e sew p» Sheen plagued with raids and seizures
HIPLEY IS INNOCENT, KUCERA LIED. Det. which have not“ been hoaxes.
Sgt. Kucera is the main prosecution  Ripleyvs former home was raided
witness against Anarchist iulian,R1P'  eg1¢¢,,1n qne day, involving 13 pg
leY?n°“ serving five Years Jail °n 3 slice. IFriends have been accused of
framed charge‘ harbouring drugs or explosives. It

was pointed out by Supt Parker that
the people who hit back by singling
out perjurer Kucera can "have no
regard for the ordinary processes of
law”. Po lice, says the local
press, "are incensed over the treat-
lent of Kucera". News for them: the
Anarchists are even more incensed
over the treatment of Ripley.

%
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h, have z pectedly ("before we had time to,
draw our rifles," protested one in-
dignant armed policeman) he was
knifed.

This is an unexpected incident
in a police state, where workers are
left dying on the pavement, and even
student demonstrations are subject
to violent reprisal by armed police.
The thugs and "guerrileros" favoured
by the regime went round mercilessly
beating up-workers and even priests
in révenge;_ the parties of the
Right staged a great "protest rally"
against "lenient" elements in the
government

. _ . , — -
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The leader of the Civil Guard,
General Iniesta Cano, procurator

cession of policemen, demanding the
dismissal of Interior Minister
Garicano (and shouting "Iniesta to
power!" which remark he did not
exactly discourage). Garicano was
blamed for having told police not
t0'sh0ot so readily as they had
done at San Adrian recently, be-
cause of the bad impression it gave
foreigners. This, to them, was
lenient do-goodism at its height.

In Barcelona, the police held a
Requiem Mass, joined by all the
Right Wing stalwarts. They marched
"as they did in the forties, to the
strains not only of "Cara al sol"
(the Falangist hymn) but the German
"Ich hatt' einen Kameraden", popular
with the Nazis.

Here too they echoed the slogan,
I"Garicano resign. The slogans re-

presents the dilemma in which the Gov-
ernment finds itself. It wants only
to preserve the present situation, but
economic pressures force it to join
the Common Market and nations abroad,
which is impossible while its instit-
utions are so severe.

Yet the moment it relaxes its
grip, the working-class tries to re-
organise and so terrified are the
reactionary elements (knowing what
fate is in store for them if the re-
gime goes) that they immediately give
the orders to go out and shoot. Yet
they are terrified out of their wits
if even one person is shot on their
side., The fascist elements live by
shooting down all who come near but
terrified as they do so, like
Macbeth in his last days. fFor there
is no peaceful_solution: one cannot
expect there to be, any more than one
could have expected Eichmann to have
settled down in a suburb of Tel Aviv.

("M.P."), led the great funeral pro-



It is impossible to understand
the Italian scene tcday*without apprec-
iating that there are three main oppos-
ing factors: (the determination of the
establish~i parties to impose their
will on the nation by force, using
extreme police methpds: the survival
and re-birth ofTFascism which hopes by
terror to smash the leftewing groups
making it unsafe for those filth liberal
opinions even to walk the streets, yet
by provocation to create a situation to.
show that only they can guarantee law
and order; and finally, the revolution-
ary forces which are hitting back. A

The police, though harassed by
fascist extremism, are nevertheless
inclined to it as against the revolut-
ionaries (since for them a solution to,
the problem would be fascism in power).
So when the revolutionaries hit back,
the police release a stream of calumny
against them to the press; but also,
blame them (as in the Milan bank bomb)
for deeds of the fascists;

a

The revolutionary movement is a
mixed bag, since the absorption of the
Communist Party into the establishment
has meant that there are a variety of
Marxist movements, some"with nationalist
connections (national liberation move-
nents), some inclined to class struggle,
some almost libertarian in outlook.

In the aftermath of Paris 1968,
there were many movements which did not
differentiate too closely betweens
Anarchist, neo-Maoist, Marxist, and
council-communist, and while this lack

disintegrate, however, because of
the realisation of differences in
ideas between the Anarchists and the
Trotskyists and Maoists. By 1970  
it had irrevocably split.

After the break-up of the
group, some of them (most off
those concerned being Maoists
of the new type) felt that it
was time they used their class?
knowledge for personal ad-'
vancement;‘ They turned to such
actions as the kidnapping of
the son of Genoa's leading
industrialist ("the Golden i
widow"), and later a hold-up in)
 which a messenger was killed.
He was a socialist, and while
-it could be argued he was fool-» i -T
ish to defend his employer's
insured property with his life
yet it is obvious that such an
action turned many people =1 O V
against the perpetrators. The*"
police took advantage of this
to swoop down, not merely on'v
the perpetrators of the robbery,)
but on all with whom they had
previously been associated, that
is to say, on the former 22nd
October group.

The press did their best to
make it an "anarchist plot", as
might be expected.

‘The police were helped by
Gianfranco Astara, who was im-
plicated in the bank robbery,
but "sang".

Astara, renouncing his Marxism,
affirmed on his Christian faith and
appealed to God while incriminating

- --I-I-'

g Alan Fisher, fresh from urging the
hospital workers to defeat - put in an  
appearanoe at the May Day demo in London

' .r

-and two NUPE employees from Lambeth
were able to-have)a_few words with him.

Bro. Fisher, eye—catching (and TV-
camera-catching) as usual in his flash
white mack{~ledoff with the immortal g
thought:  'Ah, a shop steward... not one
of the rank-and—file, is he?"

A nice insight into the way Fisher
sees the union, one shared without ex-
ception by the rest of its leadership,
with Fisher as the Commander-in-Chief,
tie officials as the officers, and the
shop stewards as NCOs keeping the members
in line and seeing orders are carried out

Not bad from one who once wrote to
one of his members that he was "sympathet
ic to syndicalism", knew something of
the history of the CNT in Spain and
thought it a pity that British workers

cont. from P_.I2
took those acts afterwards.  He went
back to Italy, and got ten years and
~eleven months. V

Another accused was a sailor,
abroad at the time, who went back
thinking the same way. ‘He got )1-
years and three months. The highest
sentences were on Mario Rcssi {life
plus), Giuseppe Bats lia (54 years)
and RinaldoTFiorani (43) and the
"stool-pigeon" Astara. (The others,
whose sentences varied from six
months to 30 years. were largely
guilty by previous association.

It was a day of rejoicing for
the Mafia, the Fascisti, the bour-
geoisie and (less openly) for the
socialist and communist parties who
took the goccasion to denounce "ultra-
leftismi, but a clear indication to
others that fascism is on its way
back to power. The judge unashamedly
operated the fascist code.

I
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weren't willing to organise in that way! THE CASE OF GOLIARDOWFIASCHI -'raised

in the last issue but one of Black
A stooping, white—macked entity, one TFlag@- has aroused considerable int-

understands how he made his way in the TU erest. It has been found possible to
bureaucracy. "The Industrial Relations launch an appeal in his case but it
Act is a flop," he says. He feels the will cost ,'between half a million
Government is afraid of what happened last and a million lire (about £700).' We,
July when it jailed five dockers and
won't risk that again...what frightens
the Government, of course, is working-
class action, not weekend speeches by
union leaders as keen to "discipline"
their members as the Government is.

hope this can be raised international-
ly. Meanwhile, don't i~send parcels
of food etc as suggested - build up a
sum to send him which can go to the
appeal (we will give an address at a
vlater date, when a lawyer has been

one nt).
pf sectarianism has no doubt »3°me C - all the 22nd October group together In the next breath he says the _ c f

with the rump of it that had carried _ struggle must be to re—e1ect a Labour Madvantages, it had (as in Germany and
elsewhere) disadvantages. 1For in-
stance it was totally impossible for
police or fascist agents to penetrate
anarchist circles, which were‘working-
class, but easier to infiltrate into
movements like~the»Situat1onists where
people's origins were "classless",that
is to say unknown, while national)
liberation movements' open fields
to police agents from "friendly"
countries and the police (even of

Third World countries)live by swapping
information. '

GENOA The 22nd October Group in
Genoa was one movement of

this kind, which until five years ago
carried out revolutionary
activity within the factories, and
backed it up g with sabotage and
armed resistance to fascism. The
use of Mafia and Fascist agents
against the workers was prevented by
armed counter-attack. It began to

; I | ‘I ii In 1' | ._
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out these incidents. To his dismay, Government...to repeal (or repeat?) the
he was rewarded with 44 years Jail Act- Why repeal it if it's a flop? ‘The Belfast Ten refers to the ten
(the third highest sentence given). "It's not the main clauses that worry us," pegple an-951;“; at Heathrm, Airport

were "accused, and the Judge, g 88.161 F1Sh€I'. . "They WOI'1't 1136 g LlS€d ,&g3.1l"1. on March and charged 1111;}-| Q911-

gave one a life sentence plus 37 : '  There are 5?me Small $e¢t1°fiS that_aI€* spiracy to cause explosions in Lon-
years, of a l ‘ 8. b].OOdy .I'1l.1lS8.IlCe ‘BO US. 'Aw_kTNa.I"d. 1l'l(i_lV-' don‘. l been

392 years. One woman was acquitted iduals, Just out to cause trouble, who guilty by the media, Unhea-pd-of
and another given a month (which I want to shift round from union to union. départures from normal legal pr;°_
meantvrelease) on the same" "evid-' i Some of them don't even want to be 111 8 ” cesses have already taken place, S
eves" on which Others sot 16 or 18 union--;We'Pe havlns a 1°? °f tP°ub1fi* includinggthe fact that the three
years.  i g with quite a few people like that." girls ;p¢'kept in a11-ma1e.Br1xton

Lorenzo Castello was a member) First it was 3 few cgntrary pegple, Prison.
of the Anarchist Black Cross in Genoa
and was’ in fact’ on a visit to us“ i '3to kee fthe membership figures risi . s |IIr-*-*I:IllIII|in London where he heard of the charge
against him. Bearing in mind the  
case of Pinelli, von Rauch, Tommy  f
Weisbecker and of Stuart Christie
here‘ we strongly advised him to get
political asylum somewhere. But he v'
saw no reason_to do so. (He could  
show to "anyone's" satisfaction that
he left the 22nd October group before
it dissolved and had no connection
with the deeds of those who under-

‘E

Then "quite a few". But the main thing What is important is that the case
is being used as a lever to introduce
Belfast-type "legal procedures" into
the mainland.

The Belfast Ten committee can
 be_contacted at 88 Roslyn Rd, London,
N.l5 (telephone 800.9392) and meets
at the "General Picton" pub, Caledon-
ian Rd (near Kings X Station) each
Sunday atg8 pan. It invites those
-interested in helping the defence to
go along. C
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The Military & Industrial
Complex - S.,Lens (Stanmore  
Press 85p paperback)

The Machiavellian intrigue
and deadly attacks of character
assassination have lefhvthe
White House stained a deep P6*
publican red. As the adminis-
trators of the American State
each day stand even more pub-
licly revealed as the politic-
al Mafia, the spectacle is
breathtaking.

But it is Nixon — the mad
bomber of Whitehall - himself
that provides the most unbe-
lievable sight. After a life
of red baiting, of accusation
of conspiracy against those
who are only reformist in
their attitude towards his
kind of State, he is now re-
vealed as the arch-conspirator
of them all; To such a point
that more than half of the
population of the U$A regard
their President as a criminal!

Just as they revealed
the strategies outlined by
the whole military industr-
ial complex - think tanks,
Hand Corporation, Pentagon
and all — so Lens goes to
work on all the disparate
elements that make up the
military machine. By far
the most original of his
research and writing must
be on the role of labour
within the complex. It is
critical, it makes the
clogs turn and it is
controlled.

1| .

Cienfuegos Press
PUBLISHERS 3L DISTRIBUTORS

12 3 Upper-Tollington Park ' London N4.

I.

FLOODGATES OF) ANARCHY (H/back
£1.25; paperback 35p);
FRANCO's PRISONER (H/back
£2-25),MILITARY a INDUSTRIAL constsx
S. Lens (paperback BSP).
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Lens's book was first
published in this country at
theitime of the last Nixon
crisis, the revelations that
followed the New York Times
publication of the Pentagon
papers.

when you remember the
involvement of one of the
most important Government ag-
encies - the CIA - in Vietnam
and recall just how they
cropped up in Watergate, it
has to be remembered that los-
ing credibility is one thing;
losing power is an0ther.This
is possibly where Lens is at
his weakest: by not offering
more evidence on the Pentagon
role in the past and by
sticking to a factual inter-
pretation of that history, he
can excuse himself from de-
tailed analysis of how you
actually destroy the beast
before it destroys you. But
at least he wants to get rid
of it, and explains why.

 The real question is:
with enough destructive power
to wipe out the entire planet
a dozen times over, do
you think they -‘the military
and political bosses - would
allow anyone to threaten
them? And if they couldn't
stop the dismantling of
their own power structure by
revolution would they hesit-
ate to use the nukes on their
own country? From Lens's
account of their power I
doubt it.

DAVID
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CIENFUEGCB PRESS intends to
build up a

direct mailin book serv cd8
and we are slowly compiling
a list which we think will
be of interest to the move-
ment.
Next month will be our first
publication (paperback 50p)
THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT
OF TH E REVOLUTIONARY

lating to the First of May

miss it!

ANARCH IST MOVEMENT IN EUROPE
l9A5/73 (with documents re-

Group; International Revol-
utionary Solidarity Movement
and latest manifesto of let
May movement)., This will be
a historic document - don't
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to overcome the growth of In sdnlllnlnt
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In some parts of Turkey, martial
law cannot be enforced because of the
distance from a garrison, and the civil
courts try political "offenders" against
the regime.

In the criminal court of Bursa,nine
paid informers reported on a 20 year old
schoolteacher. (As in Spain when Franco
won, the schoolteachers who have tried to
humanise the system are denounced by
reactionary elements). He was alleged to
be a ‘communist’. "They also thought he
might be an ‘anarchist’ too, but they were
not sure. Y- Dil was immediately arrested
and spent three months in prison before
appearing in court," writes Turke Toda
(A ril 73). "W do not know what ha enedP 9 PP
during those three months, but it seems
unlikely that he was left in peace. In.
the court the prosecution witnesses, that
is, the nine informers, repeated that they
believed he was a"c0mmunist'. when _
asked -to) define ‘communism’ and ‘anarc1'Bm'
not one of them was able to utter a single
word. The young teacher was acquitted. He
had spent three months~in jail for nothing."

-But it is seldom that people are
acquitted sand almost unknown in the military
courts. i. Dil was lucky to come before a
civi1.court." Had he been convicted of the
"offnence" in a court martial, he would have 15
received,l6lyearsjimpriscnmmnt
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l. ;Haile Selassie, when
in exile after the Ital-
ian invasion, expressed
appreciation to Italian
Anarchist Corio of their
anti-war activities and
his particular anti-imp-
erialism.

2. In England: though
the legality of the
procedure was a myth,it
flourished nevertheless
since legal divorce was.
confined to the upper
classes.

3. It is on the site
of the Savoy Palace,
belonging to John of
Gaunt, burned down in»
the Peasants‘ Revolt.

H. *He ordered the
liquidation of socialism
in Turkey; but as the
only known socialists
then were the members
of the delegation, his
own agents (not for the
first time) were the
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ones who were shot.

5. William GOQW1n.iE
buried in Old St Pancras
Church; William Blake in
Bunhill Fields; and
wil1iam,Morris'in”wal-
thamstow parish church.
All the graves survive.
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